‘Friend of the Show’ Partnership

In honour of International
Women’s Day
with charity partner: IDAS
What is the show? Do you truly listen to your gut
instinct? What about your heart? If so, do you follow it?
Being yourself is your gift to the world…. Is this easy or
challenging to believe?
We are hosting an inspiring afternoon of entertainment,
storytelling, powerful insights, laughter and a few
surprises.
‘The Importance of Being Yourself…’ is a theatrical adventure for the soul which will bring into
focus your own internal power to feel inspired to listen and follow your own heart! Hosted and guided
by internationally acclaimed motivational speaker Lisa Clifford, this show will take a multifaceted
look at how we choose to use our intuition, how we sometimes ignore it and what is possible if we
open our thinking with a few simple mindset changes.
Joining Lisa on stage throughout the afternoon will be many women sharing their own stories of
overcoming adversity and celebrating the many milestones in their personal lives and careers.
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One of our chosen charity partners for 2020 is IDAS. Every time a person purchases a ticket
for one of our events, they can choose to add a donation to their ticket price. Starting life as
York Women’s Aid in 1977, IDAS is the largest specialist charity in Yorkshire supporting
anyone experiencing or affected by domestic abuse or sexual violence.
Their services include refuge accommodation, community-based support, peer mentoring,
group work and access to a free, confidential out of hours’ helpline. They recognise that
most victims of domestic abuse and sexual violence are women and provide a number of
single sex services such as refuges to women and their children. However, most of their
services are accessible to anyone who is affected by abuse and they encourage male and
LGBT+ victims and survivors to access their support.
For children and young people, they have also developed one to one and group support.
Their young persons’ RYPP (Respect Young Person’s Programme) also works with families
where the young person is abusive.
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What can we offer?
* Your logo and company details on our website: www.powerforsuccess.co.uk/harrogate-event
* Your logo on the Royal Hall stage in Harrogate
* 20 x Tickets to the event
* Exclusive ‘post-show cuppa’ with Lisa Clifford and the panel as our VIP Guest
* Singular piece of literature or product in our visitor goodie bag (900 pieces)
Your investment…
* £550 plus printed piece or product (if applicable)
* £50 is automatically donated to IDAS
* Use of your logo for the show and related materials/press
For further info email Joanna Ripley on theeventalchemist@gmail.com or call 07753 234072 to discuss
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